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INTRODUCTION

This book started from a question by a colleague on LinkedIn™, asking if anyone could 
recommend any books on implementing problem management. At the time, we found 
that there were many books out there on the process and, in particular, on techniques 
for and approaches to root cause analysis or problem-solving itself, but nothing on how 
to get problem management started.

WHAT THIS BOOK IS ABOUT

This book is specifically about implementing and then running a successful and effective 
problem management function. It is based on real-world experiences in implementing 
problem management in large and small organisations. It also looks at the organisational 
issues of running problem management, such as stakeholder management, to realise 
real value for the organisation. In other words, it is about handling problems in volume 
as opposed to solving individual problems.

The book aims to fill the gap between theoretical knowledge (perhaps obtained by 
studying and sitting exams for ITIL® Foundation or Expert) and turning that knowledge 
into an effective operation. The practical guidance, templates, advice and suggestions 
included in this book are intended to be used and tailored to your situation.

To cater to as wide an audience as possible, the book does not assume any more 
knowledge of problem management than is mentioned in ITIL. Having said that, if you 
are unfamiliar with ITIL, don’t be too concerned, because everything I cover is either 
self-evident or explained in the book. For those with extensive problem management 
knowledge, I offer apologies in advance for places where I spell out what seems obvious. 
However, very little in this book is going over ground already comprehensively covered 
in the ITIL publications.

WHAT THIS BOOK IS NOT ABOUT

Although summarised in Section 3, this book is not about detailed problem-solving 
techniques. There are so many very good books already out there, it seemed to be less 
useful to go back over this area. However, the importance of structure in problem-
solving, as well as a detailed look at the overall process, are covered comprehensively, 
along with some thoughts and suggestions about how to get this right and how to win 
people over to adopting a consistent and structured approach.
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PROBLEM MANAGEMENT

WHY READ THIS BOOK?

The primary audience for this book is people who are involved in IT support in some way. 
You are most probably involved in a service-oriented production support organisation 
and very likely one that is considering or has used ITIL as a basic organising principle.

If you are in that situation, several issues might be driving you to look for a book about 
problem management:

 y You see the need and want to convince management and the rest of your 
organisation that problem management is worth doing.

 y You have been asked to implement problem management and you are looking 
for some guidance.

 y You already have a problem management function, but it isn’t very effective or 
realising the benefits expected. Your objective is to turn the situation around and 
make problem management as effective as you think it can be.

 y You already have a problem management function that is effective. You just 
want to see what other ideas are out there that you could pick up to help lift your 
organisation’s problem management to the next level.

At this point, it is important to note that problem management is not just for IT. There 
is a wide application to operations and business practices and processes of all types. 
There is definitely a crossover in the literature on root cause analysis from the quality 
assurance, human factors and system safety disciplines, as well as with process 
improvement techniques, such as Lean and Six Sigma. Problem management is a 
discipline with wide application.

BIASES

Like all authors, I have my own opinions and biases. As an implementer and practitioner 
of problem management, I have found that some things work better than others and I 
tend to favour those approaches. If you have found to the contrary in your travels, please 
understand and forgive my point of view.

As far as possible, I have tried to avoid an ‘it depends’ mentality. Recommendations are 
firm and opinionated, leaving it up to you to decide whether they are right or relevant 
for your situation.

SECTIONS

This book is organised into three sections.

Section 1 ‘Introducing problem management’

To help you understand why problem management will benefit your organisation, this 
section first summarises what problem management is and what it aims to achieve.  
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INTRODUCTION

It explains how problem management differs from incident management, then goes 
on to discuss key factors to consider for a proposal. A detailed discussion of how 
to develop a business case for problem management then follows, including topics 
such as the benefits case, return on investment, estimating the business costs of 
service interruption, a summary of implementation costs to consider and measuring 
the actual benefits obtained. Section 1 concludes with what to include in a high-level 
implementation project plan.

Section 2 ‘Implementation and running problem management’

We now get into the details of the implementation. After discussing the organisational 
change factors that need to be considered and managed, this section delves into the 
implementation approach and phasing. Next, it discusses organising as a function, 
covering the people and skills that are needed, the training required, the different 
models or structures that can be employed, various governance considerations and 
problem management in outsourced environments. A chapter on realising the benefits 
covers essential factors needed to ensure success, followed by one on key performance 
indicators, metrics and reporting and tool selection requirements. Section 2 ends with 
some thoughts on where problem management might be going and how it could be 
applied in other areas and business functions.

Section 3 ‘Problem management process and techniques’

This section deals with the process and techniques. It is intended as a reference manual 
rather than something that needs to be read in one sitting and is structured around a 
step-through of the process, focusing on the important factors to get right as well as 
highlighting a few areas where I feel the ITIL approach could be improved. The chapter 
on investigation and diagnosis summarises all the major and minor techniques for 
problem-solving, with references to relevant books and articles for those who want 
further information.

Online resources

An online resources section covers sample business cases, a sample implementation 
plan, a set of recommended root cause codes and a listing of useful books related to 
problem management.

CONVENTIONS USED IN THIS BOOK

Masked examples

Quite a few of the examples used in this book are drawn from frank conversations with 
colleagues in the USA, the UK and Australia. Although there are no trade secrets on 
view, many felt that they did not want to publicise problems and other data that might 
reflect negatively on their organisations, so I have generally not named organisations.
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PROBLEM MANAGEMENT

Symbols

A definition, whether from ITIL, my own or from elsewhere.

Things to think about or consider as options, perhaps a little bit ‘out of the box’.

Shortcuts to success and approaches I have found to work well.

A recommendation, something that I think is mandatory for success.

Cross-references

You will probably not read this book like a novel, from start to finish. Topics are cross-
referenced to allow you to track back and forwards, or to catch up on topics that you 
might have skipped.
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SECTION 1 – INTRODUCING PROBLEM 
MANAGEMENT

The title has a deliberate double meaning and the chapters included in this section have 
two separate but related aims:

 y Firstly, to introduce problem management to you and confirm your understanding 
of what it is and what it does, so that you can persuasively explain it to others.

 y Secondly, to outline a practical business case for introducing problem 
management into your organisation or area.

Of course, how you build or modify the business case depends on your particular 
situation and organisation. For example:

 y There might be a lack of transparency. Customers and management are worried 
about their risk exposure to incidents that have affected them. They don’t know 
what is going on, whether problems are being investigated or being fixed, or 
whether and when an incident will recur, with more impact on their business 
processes.

 y There might be a concern about the lack of effective problem-solving techniques. 
Support teams are not equipped with the skills and tools to solve the problems 
they face; there is a lot of variation in the skill levels of staff; and no well-
understood, consistent and repeatable process is in place to manage problems 
as they arise.

 y The stability of the IT services offered might be poor or even getting worse. If it is 
improving, it is not doing so quickly enough to satisfy management, customers 
or the IT service teams themselves.

 y Root cause investigation might be working well; however, it might be challenging 
to get the fixes implemented that are needed to resolve the causes.

 y Outsourced, vendor-managed or cloud-sourced service delivery models make 
it difficult to resolve problems.

 y Or all of the above in some combination.

It is important to know from where you are starting. A careful assessment will help you 
decide what the most important issues are and what needs to be addressed first. This 
is covered in Chapter 2, as well as in Chapter 5.
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1 WHAT IS PROBLEM MANAGEMENT?

So what is problem management and what does it aim to achieve? And how is it different 
from incident management?

OBJECTIVES

This is what ITIL Service Operation (Cabinet Office, 2011, page 97) says problem 
management is all about:

 y Prevent problems and resulting incidents from happening.

 y Eliminate recurring incidents.

 y Minimise the impact of incidents that cannot be prevented.

In other words, problem management is about improving stability across platforms. 
There is quite a lot of excellent guidance in the problem management section of the 
2011 edition of the ITIL Service Operation book. The chapter is only about 14 pages 
long and well worth reading in detail. The following short section draws on some of this 
material, as well as on practical experience and other sources.

SCOPE

ITIL distinguishes between reactive and proactive problem management. This is a 
debatable distinction because the only real difference between the two types of problem 
activities is in how the problem is detected. It causes extensive discussion in the problem 
management community of practice. See Chapter 11 for more on this topic.

Reactive problem management is where the problem management process flows 
from an incident that has occurred (Figure 1.1 – I am indebted to Chris Finden-Browne,  
a Distinguished Engineer at IBM UK, who produced the original version of this diagram).

Once service has been restored, at least partially, problem management follows on from 
incident management to investigate the root cause and implement a fix to prevent the 
incident happening again.

Proactive problem management is where the emphasis is on identifying and resolving 
problems before they cause incidents (Figure 1.2).

2



WHAT IS PROBLEM MANAGEMENT?

Figure 1.1 Reactive problem management 
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PROBLEM MANAGEMENT

Proactive problem management uses data such as patterns and trends, monitoring, 
knowledge, the outputs of other processes and intuition to find potential problems. 
Chapter 11 provides in-depth coverage of how this analysis can be approached.

Naturally, it is better to find a problem and fix it proactively before it causes an incident; 
however, this is not always possible, so effective investigation and correction will usually 
be required after an incident as well.

Once a problem has been identified (‘detected’ in the ITIL terminology), the process is 
the same for both reactive and proactive problems:

 y Diagnose the real cause of the actual or potential problem. Effective problem 
management requires methods for finding the true or root cause and showing 
‘beyond a reasonable level of doubt’ that it causes the problem and is not just a 
symptom or an apparent cause.

 y Determine the resolution required.

 y Ensure that the resolution is implemented completely. That is, a fix needs to be 
developed and applied that can then be tested in some way to prove that it has 
eliminated the problem.

 y Maintain information, throughout the problem life cycle, in a format that is 
useful for the future and readily accessible, including:

 � the root cause;

 � any workarounds that were used to recover from further incidents while the 
fix was being developed and applied;

 � the resolution that was implemented;

 � any lessons learned and so on.

Chapter 6 contains a section that goes into the details of the relationship between 
incident, problem and knowledge management and how the known error records this 
information and makes it available. Section 3 goes through the details of how to achieve 
these objectives.

The debate about proactive versus reactive problem management

Surprisingly, the question of what constitutes reactive and proactive problem 
management is the subject of much debate, even to the point of asking the question 
‘Is there any such thing as proactive problem management?’ The ITIL Service Operation 
book (Cabinet Office, 2011, pp.97–99) differentiates between the two categories of 
problems, but it is not very definitive.

The labels themselves are useful, but debate about the meaning of the two terms is not. 
It does not matter whether a problem directly investigates the cause of an incident or 
incidents or if it is found in some other way. Therefore, in this book, I take the pragmatic 
approach as follows:
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WHAT IS PROBLEM MANAGEMENT?

There is more to problem management than just reacting to incidents as they occur. 
It is more effective to look at the many other ways that possible problems in the 
environment can be discovered and try to do something about them before they 
cause incidents.

PROBLEM MANAGEMENT IS DIFFERENT FROM INCIDENT MANAGEMENT

When introducing problem management, the difference between it and incident 
management can often be the most difficult concept to get across to staff and 
management. Getting people to understand that incident and problem management 
have different objectives and benefits is a critical success factor for any implementation.

Although incident and problem management aim to achieve very different outcomes, the 
words ‘incident’, ‘problem’, ‘outage’ and similar terms are often used interchangeably by 
customers, as well as by IT staff. It makes sense to distinguish between an incident –  
a full or partial failure to a service being used by a customer – and a problem – the 
underlying cause of an incident, which must be found and eliminated to prevent more 
occurrences of that incident. ITIL introduced the two terms ‘incident’ and ‘problem’ to 
make this distinction. The aims of incident management and problem management are 
different.

 y Incident management has a primary focus on restoring service rapidly to 
minimise the down time and business impact of incidents. It is justifiably reactive 
by nature and does not (or should not) focus on underlying causes. Although 
excellent incident management can reduce business impact by reducing down 
time, by itself it cannot reduce the number of service interruptions in the long 
term, because it does not focus on finding causes and eliminating them. The 
emphasis is very firmly on what is wrong and putting it right, not on why it 
happened – it is about finding the immediate cause of the service interruption 
and removing it, so that services start working again. This immediate cause can 
also be referred to as the indicative, proximate or technical cause. Finding the 
root cause (why the immediate cause happened) is not the objective, although 
it is at times required to restore service.

 y Problem management investigates to find the real cause, usually referred to 
as the root cause. Once the cause is established, problem management then 
makes sure that the problem is fixed completely, so that it cannot happen again. 
To reiterate, the aim is to:

 � establish the real reason for either an incident that has occurred, or a risk or 
situation that has potential to cause an incident; and then to

 � execute a plan to fix the cause permanently.

An example of how the approaches differ is a recent episode where I had a strange 
printer issue. For an unknown reason, the print dialogue box looked different from usual 
and printing did not work. The service desk referred the incident to the desktop support 
team, who solved the incident by deleting all the installed printers from the laptop and  
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PROBLEM MANAGEMENT

adding them back, which forced them to pick up freshly installed printer drivers from 
the server. This resolved the incident and printing now worked. At this point, it was job 
done, case closed.

Although it was an example of good incident management, it was an unsatisfying 
experience from a problem manager’s point of view. Questions such as why it happened, 
whether it would happen again and if others were affected were all left unanswered.

Incident and problem management are complementary and work closely together to 
achieve the desired outcome of reducing the number and impact of incidents. Incident 
management reduces impact by applying a structured and organised approach to 
restoring service as quickly as possible. The objective is to minimise the business 
impact of an incident that has actually happened. Problem management reduces the 
overall number of incidents through finding and fixing problems before they cause 
future incidents, as well as stopping repeat incidents by fixing problems after they have 
triggered incidents.

In practice, incident management should hand off smoothly to problem management 
at some point. Unfortunately, it is common for the line between the two to blur – it is 
not always clear when incident management stops and problem management starts. 
In fact, the relationship between incident management and problem management is 
one of the most important to discuss, make clear and formalise as part of the problem 
management implementation project. The best organisations put a lot of effort into 
getting this right and I discuss how best to achieve it in Chapter 11.

Now that we have clarified what problem management is about, let us move on to look 
at some of the factors that are critical to a successful implementation.
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